This paper studies the following variation of the gossiping problem. Suppose there are n persons, each of whom knows a message. A pair of persons can pass all messages they have by making a telephone call. The partial gossiping problem is to determine the minimum number of calls needed for each person to know at least k messages. This paper gives a complete solution to this problem.
Introduction
Gossiping and broadcasting problems have been extensively studied for several decades; see [9] for a survey. In these problems, there are n persons, each of whom knows a unique message and is ignorant of the messages of the other people at the beginning. These messages are then spread by telephone calls. In each call, two persons exchange all information they have so far. The gossipin 9 problem is to find the minimum number of calls that need to be made for all the people to know all the messages. It has been proved that the solution to the problem is 2n -4 for n t>4. For proofs and related topics, see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 10, 11, 13] .
Many variations of the gossiping problem have been studied. Examples include restricting the calls to certain pairs of people, allowing conference calls, allowing only one-way calls, partial gossiping, and set-to-set broadcasting. This paper studies the partial gossiping problem introduced by Richards and Liestman [12] . The problem is to determine the minimum number P(n, k) of calls required for each person to know at least k messages. For the case of k = n, the well-known result is Richards and Liestman [12] determined P(n,k) for k~<3 and gave upper bounds for k >14. This paper gives a complete solution to the problem.
Partial gossiping
We represent the n persons by the set V = {1, 2 ..... n}. To any sequence of calls c(1),c(2) ...
.. c(t)
between these n persons, there corresponds a multigraph Gc whose vertex set is V and edge set contains these t calls. From now on, persons and vertices (resp. calls and edges) will be treated as interchangeable.
To establish the solution to P(n, k), we first consider the following upper bounds. 
Next, we shall establish lower bounds for P(n,k). Lemma 
Suppose c is a call sequence on V and T is a component of Gc that is a tree. If every vertex in T (respectively, except possibly one) knows at least k messages, then T has at least
Proof. The lemma is trivial for k = 1. Suppose it is true for k' = k -1. Let (x, y) be the first call of c that is in T. Let c' be the call sequence that results from removing c(i+ 1) ..... c(i+a),c(i+a+b+ 1) ..... c(t) , then the total information conveyed is exactly the same as for the sequence c. If c' is a sequence of calls obtained from c by a number of interchanges like that just described, we say c' is equivalent to c and write c' ,,~ c.
Lemma 5. Suppose O<~i<~k -4 and n<~i -2 + 2 k-i-l. If c(1),c(2) ..... c(i + j) is a sequence of i + j calls, then there are at most j k-vertices after these i + j calls. Further, if there are exactly j k-vertices, then there is an equivalent call sequence c' ,,~ c in which the last j calls c'(i + 1 ),c'(i + 2), ..., c'(i +j) are all between k-vertices. Consequently, P(n,k)>~n + i for O<<.i<~k -4 and n<~
Proof. We shall prove the lemma by induction on j. The lemma is true for 1 ~<j ~< k -i -2, since each component of Gc has at most k -2 edges and then no vertex can receive k messages. We now assume j/> k -i -1 and the lemma holds for j' = j -1. 
. c(i +j).
This contradicts the induction hypothesis and so we can assume that c(i+p) is adjacent to exactly one k-vertex. Case 1: p = 1 and G t has only one component, which is C. In this case s = 0 and r = j. Since the first i calls of c do not produce any k-vertices, all k-vertices must be in G t, i.e., G t is a connected graph with exactly j edges and exactly j + 1 vertices, all of which except one are k-vertices. Then G t is a tree. Consider the component C t of Gc that contains G t. If there are i t vertices of C t not in G t, then there are at least i t edges of C t not in G t. However, Gc has only i edges not in G t, so i>...i t. Delete these edges from c to get a new call sequence c t. G t is a component of Gc, in which each vertex except one knows at least k -i t messages under c t. By Lemma 3,
a contradiction. Note that the last inequality follows from the fact that for 0 ~< i ~< k-4, i-1 + 2 k-i-I is decreasing in i.
Case 2: p > 1 or G t has at least two components. In this case p > 1 ors~>l, and then r < j. By the interchange rule, c"(l) can be made before all calls in C and similarly for c"(2) ..... ct'(s). Thus, the original call sequence is equivalent to the call sequence 
. ct(r).
Since c'(1) is adjacent to only one k-vertex, the component C contains at most r k-vertices (C has r edges and at most r + 1 vertices). It follows that after the first i+j-r calls in the above sequence, there are at least j-r k-vertices. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis there must be exactly j -r such k-vertices (and the component C contains exactly r k-vertices) and there is an equivalent re-ordering of these i + j -r calls so that the last j -r calls are between the j -r k-vertices not in C. In this way we obtain an equivalent call sequence 
. cl(i + j -r).
The first i + r calls in the above sequence give rise to the r k-vertices in C. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, these calls can be rearranged so that the last r calls are between k-vertices. After re-ordering the first i + r calls in this way, we obtain an equivalent call sequence c ~ :,~ e in which the last j calls are between k-vertices. This completes the proof of the lemma. []
